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Abstract
Mutated RAS onco-proteins are key drivers across many cancers. The distribution of somatic RAS mutations varies between
cancer entities. Retrospective analyses have associated some RAS mutations with distinct clinical outcomes. However, the
clinical impact of the full spectrum of RAS mutations in their disease contextuality remains to be defined. To improve upon
this situation, we studied genomically and clinically annotated, prospectively recruited cohorts of patients with RAS-mutated
metastatic lung cancer and colorectal cancer. Mutational spectra were compared with predictions derived from analyzing the
mutagenic impact at the genome level for each entity. Interestingly, we found concordance of predicted signatures with those
actually observed in our patients. Thus, composition of the functionally active RAS mutational subtypes is primarily
determined by the mutagenic context. Most RAS mutations seemed dominant oncogenic drivers with entity-dependent
clinical outcomes. RAS comutations were enriched in tumors harboring class 2/3 BRAF mutations, highlighting the
functional dependency of some mutated BRAF isoforms on RAS. With our dataset, we established a probabilistic model for
cross-entity comparison of the prognostic impact of specific RAS mutational subtypes. The resulting prognostic clusters
showed largely consistent clinical categorizations in both entities. This suggests mutant subtype-specific functional
properties leading to similar clinical effects. A notable exception is KRAS G12C, which imparted an adverse prognosis only
in colorectal cancer. Our findings provide a framework for risk stratification of specific RAS mutations across several cancer
entities, which is required to guide the analysis of clinical findings in patients treated with direct RAS inhibitors or agents
targeting downstream pathways.

Introduction

The RAS family of proto-oncogenes—KRAS, NRAS, and
HRAS—plays a central role in many human cancers [1].
KRAS is the most frequently mutated oncogene in cancers
of the lung, colorectum and pancreas.

RAS proteins are GTPases, binding GTP in their active
state, and transitioning into the inactive state by hydrolyzing

GTP to GDP. The balance of the nucleotide binding state is
regulated by proteins that favor the nucleotide’s exchange
(GEFs), or enhance the GTPase activity (GAPs). All
oncogenic mutations of the RAS isoforms cluster at hot-
spots (codons 12, 13, 61, 117, 146) around the nucleotide
binding pocket but not far from the effector switches,
simultaneously altering enzymatic properties and down-
stream interactions. Under experimental conditions, com-
mon mutations reduce intrinsic or GAP-mediated GTP
hydrolysis and alter spontaneous GDP/GTP exchange rate
as well as RAF kinase affinity. Here, different RAS muta-
tion subtypes show specific functional profiles [2]. In cell
lines, mutation subtypes exhibited different patterns of
transformation, aggressiveness or drug response [3–6].
Small molecules were developed that directly inhibit only
specific RAS mutations [7–9]. More recently, a critical
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contribution of RAS mutant–mutant and mutant–wild type
dimerization [10, 11] for efficient oncogenic signaling was
suggested. Subtype-specific effects on dimerization prop-
erties still need to be elucidated and may provide another
dimension in the functional spectrum of RAS mutations.

When comparing cancer entities, the multitude of distinct
RAS mutations is differentially and non-randomly dis-
tributed. A major determinant of the distribution of RAS
mutations is the mutagenic process. Extrinsic carcinogens,
particularly constituents of tobacco smoke [12, 13] are more
relevant in some entities. In addition, the mutagenic process
is modulated by tissue context such as different expression
levels of DNA repair proteins or differences in constitutive
expression of the RAS isoforms. The latter may affect the
DNA secondary structure and the ability of mutagens as
well as repair enzymes to affect the respective gene loci
[14].

KRAS mutations have been shown to typically occur as
early clonal, initiating drivers [15, 16]. As each specific
mutation will yield a gene product with unique properties,
some mutations may provide the emerging malignant clone
with distinct selective advantages [14, 17, 18]. Hence, dif-
ferent patterns of RAS mutations may emerge from clonal
evolution, which is also determined by the cell of origin and
developmental cues conferred by the microenvironmental
and tissue context.

Functionally diverse RAS mutations may impact differ-
ently on disease outcomes. In particular, pathway activation
levels and relative affinity for upstream mediators of the
MAPK vs. PI3K/AKT pathways [2] may determine inva-
siveness, metastasis, treatment response or resistance.
Recently, clinical evidence supporting this hypothesis has
accumulated (Supplementary Table 1). However, these
reports are based on heterogeneous patient populations and
are largely retrospective in nature bearing the risk of mul-
tiple biases. Here, we hypothesized that specific RAS
mutations may associate with distinct clinical outcomes in
relation to disease context. To this end, we make use of a
clinically well annotated, prospectively recruited cohort of
patients with advanced, RAS-mutated non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) or colorectal cancer (CRC) that were
genotyped within the precision oncology program of the
West German Cancer Center.

Results

Biomarker screening and clinical data

Diagnostic samples from of 1791 patients with NSCLC
(1444, of which 1401 with adenocarcinoma) or CRC (347)
were analyzed for RAS mutations between January 2012

and December 2017. We identified 636 tumors harboring a
mutation in KRAS, NRAS or HRAS: 476 NSCLC (33% of
all NSCLC; 470 adenocarcinomas, 6 (adeno)squamous
carcinomas) and 160 CRC (46.1% of all CRC). Doc-
umentation of overall survival (OS) was available in 785
patients (NSCLC: 597, CRC: 188) with a median follow-up
time of 49.5 months. Comprehensive clinical annotation
including treatment regimens, and times to treatment failure
for all lines of systemic therapy, was available for 678
patients (NSCLC: 497, CRC: 181). Clinical and patholo-
gical details are summarized in Table 1. In addition, pub-
licly available data from large-scale tumor profiling
programs [13, 19–24] were downloaded from cbioportal.org
[25, 26] and used as additional reference (“public datasets”).

RAS mutational landscape

Entity-specific distribution of RAS mutations

There were 37 different RAS mutation types (26 in NSCLC
and 23 in CRC), of which 25 only occurred in one or two
cases each (Fig. 1). For NSCLC, the most frequent mutation
subtype was KRAS G12C (42.9%) followed by KRAS
G12V (18.6%) and KRAS G12D (11.4%). The latter was
the most frequent alteration in CRC (29.1%), followed by
KRAS G12V (20.9%) and KRAS G13D (10.8%). In both
entities, five frequent mutations (KRAS: G12C, G12D,
G12V, CRC: G13D, NSCLC: G12A) accounted for roughly
80% of all RAS mutations, confirming substantial bias from
mutagenic and selection processes. These results corre-
sponded well to public datasets as indicated in Fig. 1. In
summary, NSCLC and CRC feature distinct and typical
RAS mutational spectra.

Impact of specific mutagenic processes

Most RAS mutations are the consequence of single-base
substitutions: focusing on the KRAS hotspot codon 12, all
six mutations theoretically realizable with a single DNA
base substitution (G12A, G12C, G12D, G12R, G12S and
G12V) were indeed detected in both entities. The seventh
mutation observed in codon 12, G12F, was present in
KRAS and HRAS and was the only mutation to require the
substitution of two consecutive DNA bases (GG>TT).
These substitutions could occur sequentially (possible pre-
cursors: G12C or G12V, both requiring an additional G>T
mutation to yield G12F) or as a single event. However,
tumors harboring sub-clonal G12F and a possible precursor
mutation were not present in our cohort. A total of 82% of
all RAS mutations in NSCLC were a result of a transversion,
and the transversion G>T was responsible for two-thirds of
these mutations (Supplementary Figure 1). This is explained
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by the well-established preponderance of carcinogens
associated with cigarette smoking to cause G.C>T.A
transversions [27]. In contrast, the ratio of transitions to
transversions was balanced in CRC, with the transition
G>A being the single most prevalent base substitution. The
most relevant carcinogenic processes in CRC are less
defined. For many established risk factors such as obesity or
diet, the actual mutagenic mechanisms remain elusive. The
G.C>A.T pattern observed in CRC is generated by DNA
polymerase errors [28] and amplified by mismatch-repair
deficiency [29]. These findings support that entity-specific
carcinogenic mechanisms play a major role in determining
the landscape of RAS mutations.

Mutational signatures

Next, we asked if the influence of the mutagenic context
could be more precisely quantified. To this end, we
resorted to mutational signatures, which were derived and
validated from cancer whole exome/genome datasets [30]:
single-base substitutions are sub-classified by the two

DNA bases immediately 3′ and 5′ to the mutated base. A
signature is then defined by a unique relative distribution
in the resulting panel of 96 possible combinations of
mutation and context. From 27 consensus signatures
derived from multiple cancer entities, only two to seven
individual signatures are found to be operational in a
single entity. Such signatures are thought to capture in
their tissue-specific occurrence different mutagenic pro-
cesses of known or unknown causes, as well as results of
subsequent DNA repair processes. We applied these sig-
natures to derive expected intra-codon (KRAS codons 12
and 13, Supplementary Figure 2A) and inter-hotspot
(KRAS, Supplementary Figure 2B) distributions. Inter-
estingly, this approach yielded a good prediction of those
KRAS codon 12 mutations truly observed in our NSCLC
cohort and in public cohorts, with the exception of G12S.
This particular mutation was much less prevalent than
predicted from mutational signatures in both CRC and
NSCLC. Omitting G12S from the model (Fig. 2)
improved the concordance between the distribution pre-
dicted from mutational signatures and the observed true
prevalence particularly in CRC. On the contrary, the
model resulted in an underestimation of the actual pre-
valence G12V and an overestimation of G12C mutations
in the CRC cohorts. G12F is not covered by the model
because it requires two base substitutions.

Regarding codon 13, the model failed to fully predict the
observed preponderance toward G13D. Four variants
(G13R, G13A, G13S, G13V) were predicted to occur but
were hardly ever observed in the local and public patient
cohorts. G13C was significantly detected only in NSCLC
cases. Limiting the model prediction to G13D and G13C
(Fig. 2), the prevalence shift in favor of G13D was still
preserved. In codon 61, only four (Q61K, Q61R, Q61L,
Q61H) of seven theoretically possible variants were
observed. The model predicted Q61K to be the most pre-
valent codon 61 variant in NSCLC; however, no single case
was found in our large patient cohort. In CRC, however,
Q61K mutations were observed as expected. Of note, Q61K
is the only variant to be largely caused by mutational sig-
nature 10, associated with DNA polymerase ɛ deficiency
[30, 31].

An attempt to model the distribution of mutations over
hotspot codons—assuming a mutation would occur in one
hotspot and neglecting higher-order DNA structure—com-
pletely failed at predicting the importance of codon 12
mutations (Supplementary Figure 2B). We conclude that the
mutagenic and tissue context both determine to a con-
siderable extent the actual distribution of RAS mutations.
However, specific exceptions and the overall bias toward
codon 12 mutations require additional explanations such as
functional aspects.

Table 1 Clinical and pathological characteristics

Variable Category CRC NSCLC

Age at diagnosis Mean (range) 59.3 (22.8–
88.5)

62.6 (17.0–
87.5)

Sex F 147 42.4% 606 42.0%

M 200 57.6% 838 58.0%

T 1 68 12.6% 68 12.6%

2 140 25.9% 140 25.9%

3 137 25.3% 137 25.3%

4 196 36.2% 196 36.2%

N 0 60 32.6% 111 20.2%

1 57 31.0% 57 10.4%

2 67 36.4% 214 39.0%

3 – – 167 30.4%

M 0 103 41.9% 229 37.4%

1 143 58.1% 384 62.6%

G 1 4 2.1% 7 6.8%

2 157 81.8% 45 43.7%

3 31 16.1% 51 49.5%

UICC stage I 12 5.1% 32 5.2%

II 27 11.5% 40 6.5%

III 52 22.2% 157 25.6%

IV 143 61.1% 384 62.6%

First-line therapy intent Curative, no relapse
yet

18 9.7% 22 4.2%

Initially curative,
relapse

94 50.5% 121 23.0%

Initially palliative 74 39.8% 384 72.9%

Lines of systemic
therapy received

1 66 36.3% 151 29.5%

2 39 21.4% 155 30.3%

3 21 11.5% 94 18.4%

≥4 56 30.8% 111 21.7%
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Biological context of RAS mutations observed in
lung and colorectal cancers

Concomitant mutations of oncogenic drivers

Only a focused panel of treatment-relevant genes and exons
was analyzed in our precision oncology program. Never-
theless, RAS mutations coinciding with additional genomic
alterations were observed in 14 cases (Table 2). In patients
with NSCLC, these included a common EGFR del19
mutation, two uncommon EGFR mutations, six BRAF
mutations not affecting codon 600 with different in vitro
kinase activities, and one ERBB2 mutation of unknown
functional significance. Two additional cases of KRAS
mutations coinciding with borderline levels of ROS1 rear-
rangement have been reported in detail elsewhere [32]. The
EGFR del19 mutation was accompanied—at a substantially
lower allele frequency, 13% vs. 2%—by an HRAS V14G
mutation. This pattern has been previously reported only in
a single case of a prostate adenocarcinoma [33], and its
functional properties are unknown. Our NSCLC patient was
recommended to initiate EGFR-TKI therapy, but unfortu-
nately was lost to follow-up and no further information was

available. The two patients with uncommon EGFR muta-
tions coinciding with RAS mutations were not treated with
EGFR-TKI based on anecdotal evidence that the respective
mutations would not be TKI-sensitive [34, 35]: one patient
(NRAS G13D/EGFR A840T) received first-line cisplatin/
paclitaxel (time to treatment failure (TTF) 8.9 months) and
is currently receiving pembrolizumab as second-line ther-
apy (stable disease for >11 months). The second patient
(KRAS G12C/EGFR D761Y) neither responded to cispla-
tin/paclitaxel nor to nivolumab and died after 6.1 months.

Recently, a functional classification of BRAF mutations
was proposed based on in vitro kinase activity [36].
Applying this classification to the six RAS mutation-
concomitant BRAF mutations, none was of class 1 (V600,
RAS-independent monomers), four were of class 2 (non-
V600 with intermediate or high kinase activity, RAS-
independent dimers), and two were of class 3 (non-V600
with low or missing kinase activity, functional dependency
on RAS activation to amplify signaling via hetero-
dimerization with CRAF). Comparison to publicly available
datasets (Supplementary Table 2) confirms our findings: in
NSCLC, RAS co-mutations occur frequently with BRAF
class 2 mutations (mean 25.8% of all class 2 BRAF

Fig. 1 Distribution of RAS mutational subtypes on the protein level in NSCLC (n= 476) and CRC (n= 160)
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mutations, CI 12.5–44.9%) and BRAF class 3 mutations
(12.1%, CI 4.0–29.1%), but never with class 1 BRAF
mutations. In our own cohort of BRAF-mutated NSCLC
patients, the clinical outcomes of BRAF/RAS-double mutant
and BRAF-mutant/RAS WT patients was not different (OS,
n= 22, p= 0.95, TTF1, n= 18, p= 0.29). However, the
sample size of RAS/BRAF co-mutated NSCLC was rather
limited.

In CRC, we observed only two RAS comutations. One
was an EGFR exon 20 mutation coinciding with KRAS
G12D. Unfortunately, MMR status was not tested in this
case, but the sparse literature on EGFR mutations in CRC
hints at co-occurrence with MMR deficiency [37, 38]. The
second case featured a BRAF V600E and KRAS G12D
(allele frequencies 73.1% and 49.7%) double mutation in a
patient with synchronously metastatic rectal cancer. MLH1
and MSH2 expression by IHC were preserved, and MSI-

PCR with fragment length analysis at 5 loci was consistent
with microsatellite stability. Neither the KRAS nor the
BRAF mutation could be declared an artifact in view of high
allele frequencies of both. The patient received six courses
of first-line therapy with FOLFIRINOX-bevacizumab, fol-
lowed by resection of the primary tumor, hepatic and pul-
monary metastases. Disease progression occurred after only
2.1 months, which was successfully managed with 0 cour-
ses FOLFIRI-bevacizumab followed by capecitabine/bev-
acizumab maintenance therapy. The patient is currently
alive with an OS >22.7 months. A recent report based on
large-scale screening databases found only 2% of BRAF
V600 mutations to feature a concomitant RAS mutation, but
26% of BRAF non-V600 mutations co-occurring with RAS
mutations. No further molecular or clinical findings or
details on mutational subtype classes were given [39]. Our
study indicates a similar pattern of concomitant RAS and

Fig. 2 Expected vs. observed relative frequency of mutations in KRAS
codons 12, 13 and 61 and the contributing mutational signatures. The
expected relative distributions were derived by applying previously
published mutational signatures and their disease-specific impact to the
KRAS reference sequence. Values of G12S, G13R, G13A, G13S,
G13V, Q61E, Q61* and Q61P were set to 0 and removed from the
figure because of apparent functional bias (see text, Supplementary

Figure 2 for the unbiased model). The colored bars illustrate the
contribution of each mutational signature involved. The resulting
values were compared to observed frequencies in the local cohort and
in publicly available datasets. The displayed confidence intervals were
computed by joining the local and public cohorts. Arrows indicate a
shift from expected to observed frequencies
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class 2/3 BRAF mutations in NSCLC and CRC, while RAS/
class 1 BRAF co-mutations are very rare events confined to
CRC.

RAS mutational spectra and primary tumor location in the
colon

The prognostic and predictive impact of the primary tumor
location in CRC has only recently become fully appreciated
[40–42]. Right and left parts of the colon differ in genetic,
epigenetic, immunological and environmental aspects [43].
When analyzing the distribution of RAS mutation subtypes
by location of the primary cancer (Supplementary Figure 3),
KRAS G12D emerged as the most frequent mutation on
both sides. Interestingly, G12V and G12A were detected
more often in left-sided cancers, whereas KRAS G13D,
G12C and Q61H appeared more often with right-sided
cancers. It must be noted that our sample size is insufficient
for firm statistical conclusions. Nonetheless, it is intriguing
to attribute these findings to the presumed biological dif-
ferences between left and right colon.

Prognostic impact of distinct RAS mutations in the
tissue context

A heterogeneous body of evidence addresses the question
how RAS mutation subtypes impact on clinical outcome
(Supplementary Table 1). In our dataset, overall log-rank
tests indicated a survival difference among RAS protein-
level mutational subtypes with high statistical significance
(p < 0.001) in both entities.

Clinical outcome per DNA base substitution category

Clinical data of RAS mutant cases were categorized by
DNA base substitution mechanism, transversion or transi-
tion (Supplementary Figure 4). In NSCLC, there was no
difference in OS and TTF1, and a trend toward better out-
come of transitions in TTF after first platinum-based ther-
apy. In CRC, mutations caused by transitions showed a
superior OS (p= 0.037, HR 0.52 [CI 0.28–0.97]), with no
difference in TTF1.

Clinical outcomes by RAS mutational subtype

The high number of RAS mutational subtypes induces
fragmentation and increases the number of statistical tests
for pairwise comparisons (detailed forest plot in Supple-
mentary Figure 5, pairwise comparisons in Supplementary
Table 3). Thus, inter-subgroup comparisons suffer from
insufficient statistical power even with a cohort of almost
800 patients at hand. We therefore sought to combine data
on all considered clinical endpoints in a probabilistic model.Ta
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The resulting joint hazard ratios for OS, OS stage IV, TTF1
and TTF Platin, using the RAS wild-type cohort as common
reference, are visualized in Fig. 3. Comparison via a mea-
sure of distribution divergence allowed forming clusters of
RAS mutation subtypes independently for each entity
(Supplementary Figure 6). These clusters were designated
as favorable, intermediate and unfavorable according to the
results of survival analysis (Supplementary Figure 7, Table
3). The survival differences between the clusters were much
more pronounced in CRC as compared to NSCLC (Fig. 4).
This was not driven by specific outliers as the outcome of
individual subtypes was already numerically more diverse
in CRC than in NSCLC (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figure 5).

Next, we compared the derived classifications between
the two entities: KRAS G12A, G12D and G12V were
consistently classified as intermediate; KRAS G12F, G12R
and Q61H as unfavorable; and KRAS G13D as favorable
with respect to OS. Interestingly, KRAS G12S, G12C and
NRAS Q61L had a different prognostic impact depending
on entity context (Table 3). Pending confounding and sta-
tistical error, unequivocal classification across entities
would support common underlying biological mechanisms,
while differences may indicate tissue-specific modulation.

The performed clustering is primarily descriptive and
prone to confounding. Therefore, we tested for correlation
of the three prognostic clusters with age at diagnosis, sex,
TNM stage, grade, UICC stage, AKT, ERK and p70S6K
(CRC only) phosphorylation score (as ordinal variable by
immunohistochemistry), and TP53 mutational status. For
NSCLC, there were no significant correlations (Supple-
mentary Table 4). In CRC, we detected significant cor-
relations with metastatic disease at initial diagnosis
(coefficient 0.186, p= 0.032), p-p70S6K score (coeffi-
cient 0.26, p= 0.024) and p-AKT score (coefficient 0.23,
p= 0.046) as well as a trend for p-ERK score and TP53
mutational status (Supplementary Figure 8). Tumors
clustered in the favorable RAS mutation subgroup were
less frequently diagnosed with synchronous metastases.
They harbored more frequently TP53 mutations than
tumors assigned to the intermediate and unfavorable RAS
mutation subgroups. The scores of immunohistochemical
markers of pathway activation increased steadily traver-
sing from the favorable to the intermediate and the
unfavorable cluster.

In view of possible confounding, we performed multi-
variate analyses with established risk factors (Supplemen-
tary Figure 9): a favorable RAS mutation subtype remained
the numerically most favorable prognostic factor (NSCLC:
HR 0.42 vs. RAS wild type, CRC: HR 0.25), but formal
level of significance could not be reached. The unfavorable
subtype was the numerically strongest adverse prognostic
factor in both entities (NSCLC: HR 1.94 [CI 1.15–3.29, p
= 0.013], CRC: HR 2.01 [CI 0.90–4.49, p= 0.087]).

Discussion

RAS mutations are amongst the most dominant oncogenes
as they impact on central signaling pathways of cellular
growth and survival as well as on mechanisms implied in
metastasis [1, 14]. Clinically, RAS mutations are not sto-
chastically distributed amongst cases and entities, but are
observed to occur in specific patterns. This distribution may
be determined by the specific biologies of distinct RAS
mutations, variations in the mutational processes as well as
contextualities providing different selective advantages. To
explore the clinical relevance of these variables, we made
use of a cohort of patients with advanced cancers who were
sequentially enrolled in an institutional precision oncology
program. The cohort contained sufficiently large, clinically
well-annotated populations of patients with NSCLC and
CRC to determine the impact of disease context on the
spectrum of RAS mutations, as well as the impact of specific
RAS mutations on clinical outcomes.

We indeed found the disease-specific mutational context
—applied in its distilled and simplified form, mutational
signatures—to be a major determinant of the KRAS muta-
tion subtype distribution. However, there are exceptions:
some RAS mutations occur much more rarely—if at all—
than predicted by the model derived from mutational sig-
natures. On the other hand, few subtypes occur more often
than predicted. Generally, variants in codon 12 are much
more frequently observed than variants of other hotspots,
which is not at all explained by mutational mechanisms.
These observations require introducing additional, func-
tional assumptions and lead to the following explanatory
model: most RAS mutation subtypes when occurring as
truncal events are capable of initiating malignant growth. In
contrast, some mutations are clinically underrepresented
and thus are assigned a lower (G12S, G13V, Q61K) or no
(G13A, G13S, Q61E, Q61*) cancer-inducing capacity.
Further selection bias may be introduced by enzymatic
properties of the individual subtypes and confounding fac-
tors. Further, RAS mutations may also occur as late sub-
clonal events during branched evolution [15, 16]. Also,
failure of the applied prediction method has to be con-
sidered. Clearly, such overall bias is demonstrated for codon
12 mutations. Only few other mutations (NSCLC and CRC:
G13D, Q61H; only CRC: G12V) exhibit an additional
positive selection bias. Of note, these conclusions were
derived from data obtained on KRAS mutations only due to
considerations of prevalence and sample size in the entities
of interest. They may not apply without additional mod-
ification to NRAS or HRAS.

Tissue-specific differences in DNA damage repair
mechanisms may also contribute to different RAS muta-
tional spectra. There is clear evidence for tissue specificity
of damage response patterns in model organisms [44] and
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Fig. 3 Visualization of hazard ratios of RAS mutational subtypes. a
NSCLC (n= 597), b CRC (n= 188). Clinical endpoints (overall
survival, overall survival after onset of stage IV, time to treatment
failure after palliative first-line therapy and after first platinum-

containing therapy) were combined in a probabilistic model. The
higher the density curve, the higher the confidence that the true value
is found within that region
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humans [45–47]. However, only very limited data regarding
expression repair systems in different tissues are available
[48, 49]. Mutational signatures capture the net result of the
mutagenic process including and are inextricably tied to the
effects of DNA damage repair. Our approach to an expla-
natory model thus cannot differentiate between effects of
mutagens and subsequent DNA repair. Mutational sig-
natures were validated to occur in multiple cancer entities
and some could clearly be linked to specific mutagens. This
demonstrates a major impact of the mutagenic context while
tissue-specific differences in DNA repair seem less
dominant.

Next to entity-specific factors, microenvironmental con-
textualities within a given organ or tissue may also impact
on the selection of specific mutations. This is corroborated
by our novel observation of a differential distribution of
RAS mutation subtypes between primary cancers in the left
and right colon. From this limited dataset, we cannot con-
clude if this was due to different mutagenic processes that
may apply to left- and right-sided colon cancer or due to
selection bias during tumor progression arising from
local differences in tissue biology. Nevertheless, this
original observation merits independent validation in larger
cohorts.

Concomitant mutations of two potential oncogenic dri-
vers may occur stochastically as passenger mutations. They
may also point at specific biologies of these coinciding
mutations, such as synergism or a lower oncogenic potential
of one of the mutants. In our cohort, concomitant RAS and
BRAF mutations were observed at sufficient frequencies to
allow further analyses. Interestingly, RAS and BRAF
mutations occur in both entities, NSCLC and CRC, and are
determined by the functional class of the BRAF mutation.
Class 3 BRAF mutants are known to depend on RAS sig-
naling—through upstream receptor activation or mutated
RAS—to amplify signaling via heterodimerization with

CRAF [36]. Thus, acquisition of an additional RAS muta-
tion is plausible to confer a selective advantage to a tumor
harboring a class 3 BRAF mutation. BRAF class 2 mutations
may signal independently of RAS and lead to feed-back
suppression of wild-type RAS signaling [50]. Acquisition of
a RAS mutation and resumption of previously suppressed
RAS signaling might facilitate additional heterodimeriza-
tion of CRAF and wild-type BRAF. This mechanistic
hypothesis suggests the mutation sequence BRAF→ RAS.
Conversely, it seems unlikely for a RAS-mutated tumor to
derive additional benefit from acquisition of a BRAF
mutation. In line, co-occurrences of RAS and V600 (class 1)
BRAF mutations are very rare events, which so far have
been reported on a single-case basis in CRC and not at all in
NSCLC [39, 51–54]. Apparently, these mutations co-occur
stochastically but are not enriched. The case detailed here
provided no evidence for a non-clonal origin of either of the
two mutations. The clinical course fell within the expecta-
tions for metastatic CRC.

Parameters that drive early tumor development need not
necessarily have the same impact on clinical outcome of
advanced disease. Across both entities, advanced NSCLC
and CRC, we found outcome signals that allowed desig-
nating consistently favorable, intermediate and unfavorable
prognostic clusters of RAS mutation subtypes. These clus-
ters held up as strong predictors of OS in multivariate
analysis. In CRC, key effectors of intracellular RAS-
dependent pathways were more strongly activated in tumors
harboring unfavorably clustered mutation subtypes. This
may serve as a biological correlate of the clinical effect of
more unfavorable RAS mutations, although confounding
cannot be ruled out.

Two specific mutation subtypes warrant further discus-
sion: KRAS G12C is the predominant, smoking-related
mutation subtype in NSCLC, which associates with an
intermediate prognosis. In contrast, we found G12C-
mutated CRC to associate with inferior prognosis, in
accordance with previous reports (Supplementary Table 1).
It is tempting to speculate that this “smoker” mutation
selects patients with smoking-induced comorbidities. This
fits well with our findings that transversion-based mutations
in CRC associate with an inferior OS, but have no impact
on TTF. Yet, in our model, the smoking-related mutational
signature 4 is not found to be a major contributor to G12C
in CRC (Fig. 2). In our prospectively acquired cohorts,
KRAS G13D exhibited a relatively favorable effect in both
entitites. Prior reports focused on comparing RAS mutations
at codon 12 and codon 13 or provided no direct comparison
at all. For CRC, the available evidence at least indirectly
supports our finding: compared to codon 12 mutations,
codon 13 mutations showed a moderate trend toward
improved outcome [55, 56], which was still inferior than in
RAS wild-type patients [57]. Available data on lung cancer

Table 3 Prognostic clusters of RAS mutational subtypes

NSCLC CRC CRC & NSCLC

KRAS G13D Favorable Favorable Favorable

KRAS G12A Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate

KRAS G12D Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate

KRAS G12V Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate

KRAS G12F Unfavorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

KRAS G12R Unfavorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

KRAS Q61H Unfavorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

KRAS G12C Intermediate Unfavorable Divergent

KRAS G12S Favorable Unfavorable Divergent

NRAS Q61L Unfavorable Intermediate Divergent

Cluster assignment for NSCLC and CRC and cross-entity comparison
of those subtypes for which data from both entities were available
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[58–61] in part contrast our finding. There are two relevant
reports based on large series of advanced lung cancer
patients: Cserepes et al. found no difference in outcomes
between patients with codon 12 and codon 13 mutations
[58]. In contrast, Yu et al. reported a significantly inferior
outcome of patients with codon 13 mutations as compared
to codon 12 mutations in one cohort. However, they failed
to confirm this observation in a second independent cohort
[61]. In our study, we detected signs of confounding in
CRC, raising the suspicion of random sampling bias. On the
other hand, due to the prospective nature of our cohort, it

cannot be excluded that these RAS mutation subtypes
indeed associate with earlier tumor stage and left-sidedness.
Interestingly, this particular mutation KRAS G13D was
subject to much debate regarding its interaction with
cetuximab treatment [5, 41, 55, 62], which also hints at a
biologically distinct behavior.

Context strongly determines selection of RAS mutational
spectra. Its impact is more evident in CRC in which mul-
tiple and less-defined mutagenic processes are active. It is
less evident in NSCLC, most likely because of the dominant
impact of carcinogens from inhalative cigarette smoking.

Fig. 4 Overall survival (OS) and time to treatment failure after pal-
liative first-line therapy (TTF1) by RAS mutational subtype prognostic

cluster or RAS wild type. a NSCLC, OS (n= 597), b NSCLC, TTF1
(n= 471), c CRC, OS (n= 188) and d CRC, TTF1 (n= 152)
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While RAS inhibition is an attractive therapeutic strategy
across multiple cancer entities, our data clearly show that
the selection of the specific RAS mutant to be targeted and
its disease context are critical.

We postulated a selection bias to be operational in
early tumor development for selected RAS mutation
subtypes. Comparing these hypotheses with the results
derived from our clinical outcome analysis, no associa-
tion is evident. Those subtypes which exhibit selection
bias do not stand out with a distinct clinical outcome. In
conclusion, the mutagenic context largely determines the
spectrum of functionally effective RAS mutation sub-
types. In tumors harboring class 2 or class 3 BRAF
mutations, additional RAS mutations are enriched. We
provide clinical evidence that functional properties of
RAS mutation subtypes differ and impact on clinical
outcomes. With mutation-specific RAS inhibitors enter-
ing the clinic, it remains to be shown whether all types of
RAS mutations are equally suited as therapeutic targets in
advanced cancers.

Patients and methods

Patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC or CRC eli-
gible for systemic therapy (either standard of care or within
clinical trials) are regularly offered comprehensive bio-
marker screening [63] as part of an institutional precision
oncology program at the Department of Medical Oncology
of the West German Cancer Center. Biomarker analyses
from diagnostic biopsy specimens follow a predefined
algorithm and comprise entity-specific immunohistochem-
istry and in situ hybridization targets [32, 64] as well as a
panel of mutational hotspot exons including KRAS, NRAS,
HRAS and BRAF (see Supplement for details).

Clinical data were retrieved from the electronic medical
documentation system of the West German Cancer Center,
considering the following clinical endpoints for both enti-
ties: OS, defined as the time from first diagnosis to death;
OS after onset of stage IV (OS stage IV); TTF (the time
from initiation of a treatment to its discontinuation—
equivalent to starting the next treatment line, decision to
halt cancer-directed therapy/best supportive care, loss of
contact or death): TTF after first-line therapy (TTF1) and
TTF after the first platinum-containing systemic therapy
regimen (TTF Platin). All analyses were performed on
pseudonymized datasets. Data acquisition was in line with
relevant legislation and institutional review board guide-
lines. Details on statistics and bioinformatics methods are
given in the Supplement, as well as details on the retrieval
of publicly available datasets that are used as additional
reference for some analyses.
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